was discovered by the brothers Curie in 1880. What started out as a scientific curiosity has grown to have very signlflcant commercial importance. We sketch here some of the milestones of its history, a hit of its phenomenology. and conclude with some present applications and prospects for the future.
INTRODUCTION of bound electrical charges on surfaces of a suitable
The term 'Piezoelectricity" refers to the production specimen by the imposition of mechanical stress. One says that the elastic and electric variables are coupled; we shall also find that the effect provides connections between a number of well-known personages, and between some seemingly disparate facts, in a most interesting manner. A good portion of the history is gleaned from Cady's book 111. which can still be read with great profit by those interested in the subject of piezoelectricity Some of the phenomenology is taken from Ref. 121, Let us begin with the events outlined in Table 1 
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The undoubted discoverers of the phenomenon of piezoelectricity were the Curie brothers. They knew what they were looking for, and had the backgrounds and facilities to bring the search to a successful conclusion [S] . Their pichues appear as the frontispiece in Cady, and in Ref.
[lo]. They announced their discovery as follows:
'Those crystals having one or more axes whose ends are unlike, that is to say hemihedral crystals with oblique faces, have the special physical property of giving rise to two electrical poles of opposite signs at the extremities of these axes when they are subjected to a change in temperature: this is the phenomenon known under the name ofpyroelechicity. 
TmLe3. EL*S~O-PIWW!ELECC CONSmWIlVE EQUATIONS
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The first set written out in tensor notation is:
three-dimensional stress and strain tensors into first-
It was
Voigt who first converted the second-rank, rank, six-dimensional tensors so that the constitutive equations given above could be represented in twodimensional form. Matrices are simpler than threedimensional stacks! particular piezoelectric constant, as is seen in Table   The choice of independent variables determines the 3 . The names and units of the most often used piezoelectric constants are given in The ditferent elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric coefficients are interrelated; the relations are given in 
The answer is simply 'IOz3 !' The relatively few
One might well ask 'Why constitutive equations?' material constants in the equations of Table 3 stand simplification is astounding, but it is not simple! in for the enormous interactions between atoms. The
We are told that there are but four basic interactions (forces) in nature: I) weak interactions between leptons, baryons, and mesons; these are responsible, e.g., for neutron decaylradioactivity (H Becquerel again!); but these are of very short range, few fm. 2) strong interactions between hadrons (baryons and mesons); again of very short range, < few fm. Table 6 , and arise from the particular forms of the constitutive equations used. Table 7 gives some of their applications. The symmetry elements of any physical property Of a crystal must include all the symmetry elements of the point group of the crystal. least the symmetry of the point group of the crystal.
Every physical property of a crystal must possess at crystallographic form of a material is possessed by Any kind of symmetry that is possessed by the the material in respect of every physical property.
INDEPENDENT CONSTANTS
The crystallographic point groups determine the forms of the elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric phenomenological form).
The number of matrices (and those of other effects represented in independent constants for the piezoelectric groups are given in Table S . Figure 4 gives the explicit forms for the piezoelectric 'e' matrices for all classes. semiconductors GaAs and a-Sic for future applications. Almost all of the binary semiconductors are piezoelectric, belonging either to the 6mm or i3m groups. These are well suited for uses where both the piezoelectric and semiconducting properties are required.
PIEZOELECTRIC FORCES
The volumetric force densities due to the piezoelectric effect are given by the stress gradients as follows: One of the most appealing aspects of piezoelectricity for modem applications is the compelling immediacy and simplicity of the transduction mechanism. Micro-and nanoelectronics are built upon the behavior of charged species subjected to electric fields; the extreme miniaturization of these structures is owed in large form. Bulky inductors are banished and thin, planar measure to their ability to take on a capacitor-like electrodes introduce the electric fields to operate the circuits. These fields also provide the forces required to drive mechanical motions in a piezoelectric device. Elastic fieldhechanical considerations can, therefore, be incorporated into the operations of modern electronic components in a clean, efficient, voltages resident on the chips, via the piezoeffect. and very direct manner, by making use of the Some of the areas of application of modem piezoelectric devices are listed in schematic fashion in Table 9 . The list is meant to be representative, rather than inclusive.
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